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The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - The Instrument of Death David
Stuart Davies 2019-03-05 A brand-new Sherlock Holmes mystery from
acclaimed Sherlockian author David Stuart Davies, featuring the sinister Dr
Caligari Sherlock Holmes has just uncovered the truth about the theft of a
priceless ruby. The wealthy Lady Damury staged the theft and tried to frame her
husband - but just as Holmes reveals the truth, Lady Damury is found murdered.
Holmes deduces that this is no crime of passion, but the work of a ruthless killer
with no connection to the jewel. With reports of a man in a strange, trance-like
state, Holmes finds himself entangled in a dangerous game of cat and mouse with
the sinister Dr Caligari...
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: The Man From Hell Barrie Roberts
2010-03-09 In 1886, wealthy philathropist Lord Backwater is found beaten
to death on the grounds of his estate. Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson must
unravel the mystery by pitting their wits against a ruthless new enemy, taking
them across the globe in search of the killer. By turns both thrilling and daring,
The Man From Hell braves dark new territories in the Holmes mythology and is an
invaluable addition to the library of any Holmes fan. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s
timeless creation returns in a new series of handsomely designed detective stories.
From the earliest days of Holmes’ career to his astonishing encounters with
Martian invaders, the Further Adventures series encapsulates the most varied
and thrilling cases of the worlds’ greatest detective.
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - The Improbable Prisoner Stuart
Douglas 2018-07-03 A new novel from the author of acclaimed Sherlock
Holmes patisches The Albino's Treasure and The Counterfeit Detective.
WRONGLY IMPRISONED Following a summons to a fictional patient, Dr.
Watson finds himself arrested for the horrific murder of an elderly woman.
Imprisoned at Holloway, and with the evidence stacked against him, Watson's
only hope is that Sherlock Holmes can discover the identity of the real killer.
But when a mysterious letter appears to link Watson to blackmail and a
notorious street gang, Holmes must use all his powers of reasoning to save his
friend from the hangman's noose.
The Angel of the Opera Sam Siciliano 2011-11-21 Paris 1890. SHERLOCK
HOLMES is summoned across the English Channel to the famous Opera House.
Once there, he is challenged to discover the true motivations and secrets of the
notorious phantom, who rules its depths with passion and defiance.
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Arthur Conan Doyle 1993 A
collection of later Sherlock Holmes stories, continuing the famed detective's
adventures after his demise in an 1891 story, and resurrection in 1903.
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: The Peerless Peer Philip Jose Farmer
2011-06-21 Holmes and Watson take to the skies in the quest of the nefarious
Von Bork and his weapon of dread... A night sky aerial engagement with the
deadly Fokker nearly claims three brilliant lives... And an historic alliance is
formed, whereby Baker Street’s enigmatic mystery-solver and Greystoke, the
noble savage, peer of the realm and lord of the jungle, team up to bring down the
hellish hun! This edition also contains a brand new afterword by Win Scott
Eckert and a bonus preview of the new Kim Newman novel, Moriarty: The Hound of
the D'Urbervilles.
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - Murder at Sorrow's Crown Steven
Savile 2016-09-13 A frantic mother comes to SHERLOCK HOLMES, begging him
to find her son, a navy officer who has not returned from the war in South
Africa. He has been labeled a deserter, yet she is sure he would never abandon his
men. Holmes and Watson begin their own inquiries, but encounter resistance from
the establishment, and an attempt is made on Holmes’s life. So begins a tale of
intrigue and empire, as Holmes and Watson uncover a conspiracy that goes far
beyond one missing sailor...
Between the Thames and the Tiber Ted Riccardi 2012-11-14 Sherlock Holmes and
Dr. Watson traverse the British Isles and the Italian peninsula in a rousing new
series of adventures. After a thrilling jaunt in the far east, Holmes and Watson
return to England to address an inheritance left by one of Watson’s relatives in
Cornwall, half of which he gave to his dear friend, Sherlock Holmes. Financially
secure, the two are now free to spend as much time on Baker Street and the
Continent as they please, and the duo find themselves as comfortable in Rome on
the banks of the Tiber as the Thames. As Holmes rationalizes and ratiocinates his
way through case after case, from “The Case of Two Bohemes” to “A Singular
Event in Tranquebar,” it’s all in a day’s work, until clues surface that his great
nemesis, Professor James Moriarty, might still be alive . . .
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - Revenge from the Grave David
Stuart Davies 2022-01-18 A brand-new Sherlock Holmes mystery from
acclaimed Sherlockian author David Stuart Davies, featuring the return of the
sinister Moriarty gang... When Professor James Moriarty plunged over the
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Reichenbach Falls the world believed that Sherlock Holmes was also dead. Three
years later, Holmes has returned – but so, too, has a deadly threat. With
Moriarty’s criminal empire still very much alive, Holmes and Watson are forced
to ask themselves if their greatest foe really did perish…
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: The Venerable Tiger Sam Siciliano
2020-03-18 The brand new adventure from the author of The Devil and the
Four, in which Sherlock Holmes and Henry Vernier uncover a tense family mystery.
FAMILY SECRETS Sherlock Holmes acquires a new client when a beautiful young
woman, Isabel Stone, faints on the steps of his Baker Street rooms. She has come
to beg his assistance in reclaiming the priceless jewels kept from her by her
tyrannical stepfather, Captain Grimbold Pratt. But shortly after agreeing to
take her case, Captain Pratt comes to Baker Street, furious that Isabel is trying
to deprive him of his fortune. Unsure who to believe, Holmes and his cousin, Dr
Henry Vernier, must travel to Pratt's estate, home to tigers, wolves and
murderers, to unravel a family mystery dating back to the Indian Mutiny.
Sherlock Holmes Vs. Dracula Loren D. Estleman 2012 The year is 1890. A ship is
discovered adrift off the English coast, its crew missing, its murdered captain
lashed to the wheel, and its only passenger is a sinister black dog. This
impenetrable mystery is clearly a case for the inimitable Sherlock Holmes, but for
the first time in his illustrious career the great detective is baffled. Clearly the
crew have been murdered and dumped overboard, but what can account for the
captain's expression of imponderable terror and his acute loss of blood, or the
ship's strange cargo?fifty boxes of earth? The game is afoot, and Sherlock
Holmes, aided as ever by the faithful Dr. Watson, finds himself on the trail of no
mortal enemy, but the arch-vampire himself?Count Dracula ... From the impalement
of the "Bloofer Lady" to the abduction of Watson's beloved wife, Mary, from
the death of a harmless prostitute to a terrifying conclusion on a lonely beach,
this unique case is at once a glorious celebration of two of the most famous
literary genres, a riveting thriller with sensational climaxes, and a tale
guaranteed to delight all Holmes and Dracula lovers everywhere.
The War of the Worlds Manly Wade Wellman Wellman 2011-11-21 In 1897,
the world changed forever when our planet came under attack from Martian
invaders. The world's greatest detective, Sherlock Holmes, along with his friend
Professor Challenger embark on one of their most dangerous adventures to
date... to discover the nature and intent of their extra-terrestrial attackers.
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - The Venerable Tiger Sam Siciliano
2020-03-29 The brand new adventure from the author of The Devil and the
Four, in which Sherlock Holmes and Henry Vernier uncover a tense family mystery.
FAMILY SECRETS Sherlock Holmes acquires a new client when a beautiful young
woman, Isabel Stone, faints on the steps of his Baker Street rooms. She has come
to beg his assistance in reclaiming the priceless jewels kept from her by her
tyrannical stepfather, Captain Grimbold Pratt. But shortly after agreeing to
take her case, Captain Pratt comes to Baker Street, furious that Isabel is trying
to deprive him of his fortune. Unsure who to believe, Holmes and his cousin, Dr
Henry Vernier, must travel to Pratt's estate, home to tigers, wolves and
murderers, to unravel a family mystery dating back to the Indian Mutiny.
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - Sherlock Holmes and the Great
War Simon Guerrier 2021-11-02 In a new gripping and immersive adventure
Sherlock Holmes investigates collusion and conspiracy in the Belgian trenches of
World War One December 1917. An important visitor arrives at a field hospital
not far from the front, who makes sharp deductions about the way the ward is
run based on small details that he sees. Sherlock Holmes is apparently only
present for a tour, but asks searching questions about a young officer who
apparently died in the hospital, but whose records have mysteriously vanished.
As Holmes digs deeper, details emerge pertaining to a cover-up that stretches
from the trenches to the top of the War Office, and conspiracy on both the
British and enemy fronts.
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: The Peerless Peer Philip Jose Farmer
2011-06-21 Holmes and Watson take to the skies in the quest of the nefarious
Von Bork and his weapon of dread... A night sky aerial engagement with the
deadly Fokker nearly claims three brilliant lives... And an historic alliance is
formed, whereby Baker Street’s enigmatic mystery-solver and Greystoke, the
noble savage, peer of the realm and lord of the jungle, team up to bring down the
hellish hun! This edition also contains a brand new afterword by Win Scott
Eckert and a bonus preview of the new Kim Newman novel, Moriarty: The Hound of
the D'Urbervilles.
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Arthur Conan Doyle 1892
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Arthur Conan Doyle 1985 Eleven
stories follow Holmes as he investigates cases involving a mysterious
disappearance, the theft of a rare book, a series of inexplicable death threats,
and murder
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The Whitechapel Horrors Edward B. Hanna 1993 Sherlock Holmes takes on the
investigation of the horrific murders committed by Jack the Ripper
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: The Grimswell Curse Sam Siciliano
2013-11-19 When Rose Grimswell breaks off her engagement to Lord Digby, the
concerned fianc calls on Sherlock Holmes to visit the ancestral home to find
out why. Holmes, his cousin Henry, and wife Michelle explore the legend of the
Grimswell Curse when a mysterious figure is spotted on the moor accompanied by
a large creature...
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - Murder at Sorrow's Crown Steven
Savile 2016-09-13 A frantic mother comes to SHERLOCK HOLMES, begging him
to find her son, a navy officer who has not returned from the war in South
Africa. He has been labeled a deserter, yet she is sure he would never abandon his
men. Holmes and Watson begin their own inquiries, but encounter resistance from
the establishment, and an attempt is made on Holmes’s life. So begins a tale of
intrigue and empire, as Holmes and Watson uncover a conspiracy that goes far
beyond one missing sailor...
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: The Whitechapel Horrors Edward B.
Hanna 2010-10-26 Grotesque murders are being committed on the streets of
Whitechapel. Sherlock Holmes comes to believe they are the skilful work of one
man, a man who earns the gruesome epithet of Jack the Ripper. As the investigation
proceeds, Holmes realizes that the true identity of the Ripper puts much more at
stake than just catching a killer…
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - Sherlock Holmes and the
Crusader's Curse Stuart Douglas 2020-12-01 A new novel from the author of
acclaimed Sherlock Holmes patisches The Albino's Treasure, The Counterfeit
Detective and The Improbable Prisoner The last Lord Thorpe, reclusive owner of
Thorpe Manor, has died. Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson are invited to the
auction at which the estate will be sold off, in hopes Holmes can uncover the
whereabouts of the missing De Trop Diamond, a jewel-encrusted gemstone brought
back from the Crusades by an earlier member of the Thorpe dynasty - and the
source of a legendary curse. from TI 9781789091588
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: Sherlock Vs. Dracula Titan Books
2012-11-06 Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's timeless creation returns in a series of
handsomely designed detective stories, encapsulating the most varied and
thrilling cases of the world's greatest detective. After a mysterious schooner
runs aground in an English harbor with no human passengers -- only the dead
captain, drained of blood -- a series of bizarre nocturnal crimes takes place in
London. It can only be the work of Count Dracula, and only one man can save
the city: the world’s greatest detective, Sherlock Holmes.
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Jim French 2019-11-21 Radio legend
Jim French was already well known for producing excellent radio dramas, as
well as creating Imagination Theatre and its "Movies for your mind" when, in
March 1998, the first episode of The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
was broadcast, with adventures steeped in the finest of old-time radio tradition
while presenting the true Canonical Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson. In the
following years, Jim French wrote an astonishing 50 original Holmes episodes for
the series - and now these are collected together in three companion volumes. In
2017, MX Publishing released Imagination Theatre's Sherlock Holmes, a volume
featuring scripts from the show that were contributed by Mr. French, as well as
each of the other fifteen writers who had written the 130-plus Holmes episodes
for the show. All author royalties were donated to the preservation of
Undershaw, one of the former homes of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Sadly, Mr.
French passed away in early 2018, soon after the book's publication, but his
legacy lives on. Now, in honor of both Jim French and his Sherlockian legacy, we
present The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: The Complete Jim French
Imagination Theatre Scripts, a three-volume set containing all fifty of Mr.
French's Holmes scripts. Hopefully you were lucky enough to hear these
adventures when they were broadcast by Imagination Theatre. Now they are
offered in text form as well. These scripts are some of the finest Holmesian
storytelling to be found, with stories about the Canonical Sherlock Holmes,
the man described by Watson as "the best and wisest . . . whom I have ever
known." Fifty Original Sherlock Holmes Scripts by Jim French with forewords by
Lawrence Albert (Imagination Theatre's "Dr. Watson") John Patrick Lowrie
(Imagination Theatre's "Sherlock Holmes") and David Marcum All royalties from
this collection are being donated by thewriters for the benefit of the
preservation of Undershaw, one of the former homes of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
The Scroll of the Dead David Stuart Davies 2011-11-16 Sherlock Holmes
attends a seance to unmask an impostor posing as a medium: Sebastian Melmoth, a
man hell-bent on obtaining immortality after the discovery of an ancient Egyptian
papyrus. It is up to Holmes and Doctor Watson to stop him and avert disaster...
The action moves from London to the picturesque Lake District as Sherlock
Holmes and Doctor Watson once more battle with the forces of evil.
The Albino's Treasure Stuart Douglas 2015-05-29 Stuart Douglas is the
author of numerous short stories and novellas, and has edited several
anthologies. He set up Obverse Books in 2009, a small press imprint. He
contributed a story to Titan's Encounters of Sherlock Holmes in 2013, and is
the Features Editor of the British Fantasy Society journal. He lives in Edinburgh.
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - The Martian Menace Eric Brown
2020-02-11 A new addition to the Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
series from science fiction and crime author Eric Brown. A second wave of
Martians has come to Earth - the first wave having succumbed to lethal Terran
pathogens. The second wave, arriving some five years later, did so with the aid of
a cure for the various ills that scuppered their earlier plans - and these
Martians claim to have come in peace. Humankind, lulled into a false sense of
security, welcomes the Martians who bring with them a host of technological
and scientific wonders, and for several years an entente exists between the two
races. It is only when Holmes and Watson travel to the Red Planet, ostensibly
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to track down the killer of an eminent Martian philosopher, that they learn the
truth: the Martians who invaded Earth are tyrannical despots who subjugated a
'lesser' race of their own kind, and are merely biding their time to enslave the
citizens of Earth. With the assistance of anti-Martian activist Miss Freya
Hadfield-Bell, and a cadre of renegade Martians, Holmes and Watson escape Mars
with their lives and return to Earth where they hope to work to overcome the
rule of the oppressive Martian overlords.
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - The Great War Simon Guerrier
2021-11-16 In a new gripping and immersive adventure Sherlock Holmes
investigates collusion and conspiracy in the Belgian trenches of World War
One. December 1917. An important visitor arrives at a field hospital not far
from the front, who makes sharp deductions about the way the ward is run based
on small details that he sees. Sherlock Holmes is apparently only present for a
tour, but asks searching questions about a young officer who apparently died in
the hospital, but whose records have mysteriously vanished. As Holmes digs
deeper, details emerge pertaining to a cover-up that stretches from the trenches
to the top of the War Office, and conspiracy on both the British and enemy
fronts.
The Star of India Carole Bugg& 2011-09-01 Holmes and Watson find
themselves caught up in a complex chess board of a problem, involving a
clandestine love affair and the disappearance of a priceless sapphire. Professor
James Moriarty is back to tease and torment, leading the duo on a chase through
the dark and dangerous back streets of London and beyond.
The Stalwart Companions H. Paul Jeffers 2010-02-26 Before Sherlock Holmes
formed his longstanding alliance with the imitable Dr Watson, one of his earliest
investigations was alongside the future President of the United States,
Theodore Roosevelt. These “stalwart companions” must together solve a most
complicated case that could herald the death of the American Dream.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Holmes Loren D. Estleman 1980 At the request of Queen
Victoria and aided by Dr. Watson, Sherlock Holmes uses his expertise as a
chemist to explain a mysterious gap in Robert Louis Stevenson's account of Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - The Ripper Legacy David Stuart
Davies 2016-07-19 Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson investigate the case
of a kidnapped child. With no ransom note, and a sinister connection to the
highest echelons of Victorian society, the companions' lives are in danger. What
is the child's true heritage? And what is the connection with the vicious
Whitechapel murders?
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - The White Worm Sam Siciliano
2016-02-09 A journey to Whitby heralds the start of a new case for
SHERLOCK HOLMES and Dr. Henry Vernier. Their client is in love, but a
mysterious letter has warned him of the dangers of the romance. The object of his
affection is said to be under a thousand-year-old druidic curse, doomed to take
the form of a gigantic snake. Locals speak of a green glow in the woods at night,
and a white apparition amongst the trees. Is there sorcery at work, or is a human
hand behind the terrors of Diana’s Grove?
The Veiled Detective David Stuart Davies 2005 The Veiled Detective takes a
fresh, exciting and controversial look at the relationship between the great
detective Sherlock Holmes, his friend and chronicler, Doctor John H. Watson and
Professor Moriarty. The novel deconstructs the myth of Sherlock Holmes and
reveals a fascinating and excitingly dramatic alternative view of the man.
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: The Veiled Detective David Stuart
Davies 2009-11-17 A young Sherlock Holmes arrives in London to begin his
career as a private detective, catching the eye of the master criminal, Professor
James Moriarty. Enter Dr. Watson, newly returned from Afghanistan, soon to
make history as Holmes’ companion... By turns both shocking and exciting, David
Stuart Davies’ controversial take on the Holmes mythology is a modern classic
in crime fiction that will defy all expectations. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s
timeless creation returns in a new series of handsomely designed detective stories.
From the earliest days of Holmes’ career to his astonishing encounters with
Martian invaders, the Further Adventures series encapsulates the most varied
and thrilling cases of the worlds’ greatest detective.
The Lost Case Files of Sherlock Holmes Alex Prior 2020-11-23 The game is
afoot. Again. A brand new anthology of Sherlock Holmes stories beautifully
written in the style of the originals with meticulous attention to period detail
and fiendish plotting. Holmes and Watson are at the height of their powers and in
thrilling action from the corridors of the British Museum, to the deck of a
battleship in The Curse of the Purser's Mate and on to New York for the horrors
of the Burning Men. If you are a fan of the original Conan-Doyle stories then this
book, that seamlessly mixes authentic short and extended feature length stories
is for you. This is the Holmes and Watson you know and love. Professional
praise for the "Lost Case Files of Sherlock Holmes" includes "I have rarely been
so impressed by the competence of a piece of writing. It's a hard task to follow
the master - but you have succeeded." "The voices of the two main characters
are authentic and you make them sing from the page" "My verdict on the volume is
that it is astoundingly successful - I think you will gain many fans and
followers. Quite simply, it was a pleasure to read."
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - The Moonstone’s Curse Sam
Siciliano 2017-02-14 The aristocratic Charles Bromley arrives at 221B Baker
Street to beg the great detective for his help. Bromley believes that his wife is in
danger, as she has refused an offer to sell the Moonstone, a fabulous diamond
that has been in her family for generations but which is said to be cursed. When a
jeweller is found murdered, it seems as if the Moonstone deserves its reputation.
Then the diamond is stolen, and Holmes must try to unravel a mystery centuries
in the making.
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: The Angel of the Opera Sam
Siciliano 2011-03-15 Paris 1890. Sherlock Holmes is summoned across the
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English Channel to the famous Opera House. Once there, he is challenged to
discover the true motivations and secrets of the notorious phantom, who rules
its depths with passion and defiance. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s timeless creation
returns in a new series of handsomely designed detective stories. The Further
Adventures series encapsulates the most varied and thrilling cases of the
worlds’ greatest detective.
The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - The Devil and the Four Sam

Siciliano 2018-08-07 SECRETS AND LIES Sherlock Holmes's latest case takes
him to Paris in pursuit of Marguerite Hardy: a Frenchwoman who fled her London
home in mysterious circumstances. Holmes discovers she left after receiving a
mysterious letter, containing an obituary and the words "four for the devil".
Holmes's investigations will take him and his cousin, Henry Vernier, into a world
of seduction and betrayal - and lead them to uncover a secret buried for over
twenty years.
Bert Coules 2015-06-11
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